Global Coalition for Digital Safety
Inaugural Meeting - 16 September
Briefing and talking points
To

Julie Inman Grant

From
Date &
Time

Thursday 16 September
11.50pm - 1.30 am AEST
Via TopLink

Registration

Agenda
23:50 to 00:00

Login to TopLink - see registration details above

00:00 to 16.10

Opening remarks by World Economic Forum President,

00.10 to 00.30

Remarks from select Ministers and Coalition Members

00.30 to 01.10

Moderated Discussion on Coalition Collaboration by

Head of

Media, Entertainment and Sports Industries
01.10 to 01.25

Alignment on Key Coalition Outputs and Timeline of Coalition Activities

01.25 to 01.30

Closing Remarks and Next Steps

Attachment A: Background to the Global Coalition for Online Safety
•

The Global Coalition for Digital Safety is a public-private platform for global, multi stakeholder
cooperation to develop innovations and advance collaborations that tackle harmful content and
conduct online.

•

The Coalition aims to accelerate public-private cooperation and will serve to exchange best
practices for new online safety regulation, take coordinated action to reduce the risk of online
harms, and drive forward collaboration on programs to enhance digital media literacy.

•

The Coalition is part of the WEF Media, Entertainment, and Sport platform, under the Advancing
Global Digital Content Safety Project. This has focused on three key workstreams:

•

o

Content Moderation,

o

Regulation, and

o

Business Models and Competition.

The focus of the Coalition is expected to cover health misinformation, terrorist and violent
extremist content, and the exploitation of children online.

•

Through this work, key focus areas that now require coordinated action were identified.
o

Share Best Practices on Safety Standards: Exchange knowledge on policies and
practices for improving online safety, considering content policies, remedies,
transparency reports, use of data, and new technologies.

o

Address Balance of Privacy and Safety: Share best practices on addressing the growing
tension between privacy and safety as harmful content on encrypted channels risks
evading detection

o

Market Competition: Drive better alignment between regulations focused on safety and
competition to foster market innovation and enable consumer choice.

o

Cross-Jurisdictional Content Cooperation: Enable action on content that spans
jurisdictions and requires greater coordination amongst countries (e.g. content created in
one county but causing harm in another).

o

Definitional Alignment: Support work on consistent definitions for content categories, such
as self-harm and cyber-bullying to enable standardized enforcement, reporting, and
measurement across regions.
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Attachment B: Members - Global Coalition for Online Safety
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